It is considered the problems of ensuring the rights of person under using of special knowledge in a court of the first instance.
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victim, witnesses, examination of material evidences and production other investigative actions.
It seems that above stated provisions have declarative nature and unfulfilled in practice.
Expert appeared in court session will first of all be questioned as a witness of a record that given by him in pre-trial production.
Participation of a witness in interrogation of accused, victim, other witnesses, examination of material evidences and production other investigative actions are problematic. At the best, there might be produced confrontations, but this is not stipulated by the law.
On completion of a record's examination of expert and receiving an opinion each of parties, a court has the right on appeal of the parties or own initiative to appoint repeated or additional expert examination.
In case, the expert examination was not conducted during pre-trial production then the parties may petition for appointment of expertise in course of court proceedings. In their written petition a party of criminal process has to indicate the issues, on which should be given a record by an expert, what circumstances subject to be clear and suggestions on a matter, who has to be involved as an expert.
Each party of criminal process has the right to familiarize with petition other party on appointment of expert examination and to express their opinion on the matters mentioned in it.
Thus, under appointment of expertise in a court of first instance, a victim receives the rights, by which he/she was deprived in pre-trial production.
Unfortunately, practice shows that in course of court proceedings the court are tried not to appoint expert examinations in order not to delay a process. 
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Later, the verdict was dismissed by Baku Court of Appeal and Huseynov went to Denmark and due to absence of treatment for long time, he was soon dead.
Not knowing this fact, the military prosecutor's office submitted protest on decision of Court of Appeal, but the Supreme Court dismissed this protest [1] .
Article 331.7 of the CPC says that if during preliminary investigation for establishing of the circumstances, stipulated with articles 140.0.1-140.0.4 of the CPC, an expert examination was not conducted, then a court has to provide it production.
Upon assignment of expert examination, presiding offers to the parties to formulate the questions before an expert, to inform their ideas as for who should be authorized to conduct it and what should be examined. In order to inform their ideas and ask questions, court declares break in court session.
It seems that above stated provision is a declarative and wrong, on core.
Article 140 of the CPC "Circumstances, which established on some evidences" says that in course of criminal process a number of circumstances are established only upon term of preliminary receiving and investigating certain evidences, and namely: a reason of death, level of seriousness and nature of body injuries -a record of an expert in medicine; ability and inability of suspected or accused during commission of anti-social deed to realize actual character and social danger his/her deed (action or inaction) or manage with it due to his /her chronic mental illness, temporary mental disorder, dementia and other mental diseases -a record of an expert in psychiatry; impossibility correct perception and description by a witness or victim the circumstances, which should be established, due to his /her chronic mental illness, temporary mental disorder, dementia and other mental diseases -a record of an expert in psychiatry; establishing the age of victim, suspected or accused if no documents confirm this age -a record of the experts in medicine and psychology; presence of previous conviction to accused person and assigning him/her a certain punishment -a copy of the verdict.
Certainly, some enumerated circumstances might earlier be unknown and to be appeared only during court proceedings that, mainly, concern witnesses, victims and sudden mental illness of accused.
Though, absence a medical expert's record in a case about reasons of death, level of seriousness and nature of bodily injuries, documents about the age of accused and presence or absence previous conviction of his/her, cannot be or any case might not be a subject of examination during court examination as these issues should be solved in preparatory hearing of a court. Contrary is a gross violation of the person's rights under using of special knowledge in criminal process, which began in pre-trial and being continued in court productions.
According to article 331.8 of CPC, the parties have the right to present in a court items and documents as objects of expert examination, but the law does not say clear whether they are recognized material evidences. So, according to article 128.2 of the CPC, an item is recognized with material evidence on decision of a body, which carries out criminal process. Materially evidential significance of an item is accepted with a court when through detailed description, sealing and production other similar action eliminated any chance of sufficient changing the signs and particularities of the traces on it and also it was identified by suspected, accused and victim before item's examination in a court (article 128.3 of the CPC). It seems that above stated is not fit in provisions of article 331.8 of the CPC.
According to article 335.1 of the CPC, in course of the proceedings, being heard an opinion of the parties, a court inspects a land or room in cases when it considers impossible to be limited with announcement of the record of land or room inspection that was made in pre-trial production or this inspection has not earlier been produced.
According to article 335.2 of the CPC, inspection of a land and room is produced alternately with prosecution, defence party and a court.
If necessary the inspection of a land and room is produced with participation of witnesses, expert and specialist (article 335.3 of the CPC).
According to article 335.4 of the CPC, with considering of criminal prosecution circumstances and with consent of the parties, a court has the right to charge the production of a land and room inspection to the court of first instance on place of inspected subjects' location. The inspection is fulfilled in presence of attesting witness, and a record that made in compliance with requirements of the articles 236.6.1-236.6.7 of the CPC, is announced in a court session.
It seems that the provisions stated are declarative and mostly are not correlated with other provisions of valid legislation.
According to article 236 of the CPC, an inspection is produced in purpose of discovering of crime traces', other material objects, which might be a source of evidence, clarification the circumstances of commission of crime and other circumstances, which are significant for a case. Thus, one may consider that if an inspection is produced repeatedly then the goals of the first inspection were not achieved and evidential significance of the first inspection record is worthless. This is one thing, and other one is concluded in that being involved in collection of the evidences, a court loses objectiveness and impartiality.
Provision on alternately production of the inspection is presented to be farfetched as then the attesting witnesses, specialists and others will have to be three times participated in this investigated action. In addition, the two other parties, awaiting their turn, cannot confirm the conclusions of inspecting party or will have to be alternately made inspection with it and draw attention on indicated circumstances.
It seems that it would be better to all participants to make inspection simultaneously and based on result of it to make one record where to indicate all statements of the parties.
Status of the experts (specialists) will also cause questions, which before inspection might be interrogated with a court as witnesses. In this case, at the same time they will have a status of the two procedural figures.
It seems that the provision about inspection's re-entrusting to a court of first instance on place of inspected subjects' location contraries to principle of direct evidences' examination and violates the rights of process' participants as it does not provide their participation in this procedural action.
In addition, in our point of view, visit a land with participation of accused, victim or witnesses are, on core, testimonies' checking at place, production of which is not provided in a court.
According to article 336 of the CPC, in course of court proceedings is possible to present to identification, investigative experiment and seizure of the samples for examination with participation of the parties of criminal process and observance the rules stipulated in the CPC for pre-trial production of appropriate investigative actions.
It appears that stated provision has also declarative nature and technically unfeasible. So, article 274 of the CPC enumerates such kinds of the samples, which impossible to obtain in presence all parties (participants) of a process, not causing the reasonable doubts in their belonging.
In addition, sometimes the samples might only be obtained through search and seizure, production of which is not stipulated in a court.
Article 336.3 of the CPC says that if presentation to identification, investigative experiment or seizure of the samples for examination impossible to produce with observance of the proceedings rules then with consents of the parties a court may at certain time authorizes production of indicated actions to prosecutor, who carries out procedural leadership with preliminary investigation in course of pre-trial production.
This means that during court proceedings prosecution party will be produce investigative actions that actually is a pre-trial production.
But if all participants and available audience in a court session wish to take part in production of similar actions then there would appear collisions with principle of publicity of criminal proceedings, declared with article 27 of the CPC.
